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Dear colleagues in Waldorf Early Childhood Training Centers, 

Today we turn to you with a request to join us in a brotherly/sisterly act of 
solidarity! 

We can all observe how the need for quality care and education for the child 
between 0-7 outside the family setting has increased considerably in the last 
years. At the same time we believe that in order to meet the needs of the child in 
day-care centers and kindergartens it is necessary to have well trained adults who 
are able to create the appropriate surroundings for children to grow and develop 
their qualities in a healthy and joyful way.   

One of the main goals of IASWECE is to support training, further training and 
mentoring for Waldorf kindergarten teachers and caregivers throughout the world 
by offering financial and pedagogical support to such training projects. At the 
moment we are supporting more then 20 Waldorf early childhood training courses 
and mentoring projects around the world. We direct our attention and support 
especially to those countries where Waldorf early childhood education is 
still establishing itself or where there are very limited economic resources. 

The IASWECE council wants to foster partnerships between more experienced and 
established training centers in our IASWECE member countries and those training 
centers in need of receiving support.  

Such a partnership could have various forms: 
• Your training center could offer financial support through IASWECE- even a 

small amount would be gratefully received. This could be a one-time 
donation or a commitment of partnership for a few years, for example, for 
starting or continuing to run a training course. Most training courses have a 2 
or 3-year time frame. If your training centre has no resources to do make a 
donation or engage in a longer-term commitment, there are other 
possibilities:  

o Offering the students the possibility when they register to pay a solidarity 
price which would enable a fellow student in another country to receive 
training 

o Making some extra gifts during workshops on handcrafts and selling those 
gifts at a local Waldorf kindergarten bazaar or fair, or to family, friends… 

o Putting together a puppet play with the students and help them organize 
performances at kindergartens, fairs, birthday parties… 
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• You could establish contact and foster exchange between the trainers of your training 
centre and those of the training project. 

o  Maybe you can invite one of the trainers of the project to come and talk about the 
project to your students. In this way you would help to raise the awareness of your 
students for the international realities and needs within the Waldorf Early Childhood 
movement. 

o  Other ideas to establish contact between your students and those in the training 
projects could be to exchange of experiences, questions or even plan training sessions 
on common themes or share findings on common research question, plan for mutual 
visits. If we want to develop Waldorf Early Childhood Education for cultural diverse 
groups, we need to expand our horizon and explore what the essentials of our 
education are. An exchange with other cultures on festivals for example could offer a 
rich learning content that will help to prevent us of becoming a mere method. NB: for 
those in Europe it might be good to know that exchange visits might qualify for financial 
support from the European Community. If you are interested, please contact us. Such 
partnerships would surely offer your students and faculty members the experience that 
they are part of a worldwide movement, and would enrich the work for both training 
centers. 
 

Dear friends, we trust that there is an abundance of other creative ideas for partnership that 
you and your colleagues in your training center can come up with. Each training center of 
course has its own realities to work with and you will each have to look what is possible within 
your setting. This diversity of realities gives us the opportunity to help and inspire each other 
and we therefore welcome you to share with us examples of good practice in developing 
partnership that you have found enriching, doable and successful. 

In the attachment we have put together a list for you with some basic information on the 
training projects to which IASWECE is giving support in 2013. We will also keep an overview 
and inform you of the partnerships that already have been established and those that are still 
in need for a partner. 

If you want to establish a partnership, please contact Clara Aerts c.aerts@iaswece.org for 
English or Philipp Reubke ph.reubke@iaswece.org for German. We will send you more detailed 
information on the training project and can also bring you into contact with the training 
center you have chosen to support.  

Looking forward to your partnership! 

With warm regards and collegial greetings, 

For the IASWECE coordinating group  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  


